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UNIVERSITA’ DEGLI STUDI DI TORINO
Facoltà di Agraria Facoltà di Medicina Veterinaria

ESERCITAZIONI DI INGLESE

Obiettivi del corso:
Preparare gli studenti a leggere rapidamente e in modo efficace informazioni specifiche

relative a diversi tipi di testi scientifici.

ENGLISH I Reading comprehension test

Gli studenti dovranno essere in grado di leggere in un’ora  3-4 testi di circa 300 parole
ciascuno e rispondere a trenta domande riferite ai testi stessi. Le risposte dovranno essere brevi e
precise. Il test dura un’ora ed è permesso l’uso del dizionario (monolingue o bilingue) che ogni
studente dovrà portare con sé.

ENGLISH II Reading comprehension test

Il test è simile a quello di English I, ma più lungo. I testi sono 5-6 (circa 2000 parole in totale).
Il test dura un’ora e prevede 30 domande. Le risposte dovranno essere concise e ogni risposta
corretta corrisponde a un punto. E’ permesso l’uso del dizionario (monolingue o bilingue) che ogni
studente dovrà portare con sé.

N.B. Sono previste tre sessioni ogni anno.
Gli studenti devono iscriversi almeno 7 giorni prima dell’esame, di persona o per telefono,

presso la biblioteca di Scienze Zootecniche, tel. 011/6708585, da  lunedì a venerdì dalle 9 alle 14.

Gli studenti devono presentarsi con il loro dizionario (mono o bilingue) il formato Desktop è preferibile,
si suggeriscono i seguenti dizionari: Zanichelli, Paravia, Hoepli. Longman’s Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary

Per informazioni:

Prof.ssa Joséphine Errante, (Presidente della Commissione d’esame) Dip. Scienze Zootecniche, tel.
011/6708576
Dott.ssa Roberta Alessandro  – CLIAV   (Centro Linguistico Interfacoltà Agraria e Veterinaria)
tel. 011/6708831- 9192  (email: cliav@unito.it)
Dott.ssa Jeanne Griffin (Collaboratore ed esperto linguistico) griffin@di.unito.it
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THE FLOWER

The flower is the reproductive organ of the angiosperms, the largest group of land plants and
those most important to man. The flower consists of a series of floral parts, which grow in spirals,
each floral part, evolutionarily speaking, is a modified leaf. The outermost parts of the flower are the
sepals, which are usually green and obviously leaf-like in structure. The sepals, collectively known as
the calyx, enclose and protect the flower bud. Next are the petals, collectively called the corolla; these
are also usually leaf-shaped but are often brightly colored. Their special function is to advertise the
presence of the flower, attracting insects or other animals, which will visit the flowers for the nectar, a
sugary liquid, or for other edible substances and so carry pollen from flower to flower.
Within the corolla are the stamens. Their number varies with the species of the plant. Each stamen
consists of a single, elongated stalk, the filament, and at the end of the filament, the anther. The
pollen grain, which is a male gametophyte, is released when ripe from within the anther, usually
through narrow slits or pores.

The innermost parts of a flower are the carpels. Typically, a carpel consists of a hollow
expanded base, or ovary, which contains the ovules and later forms the fruit;  a stigma, which is flat;
and connecting the stigma and ovary, a slender stalk, the style.

Each ovule encloses a female gamenophyte with a single egg cell. After fertilization, most of
the floral parts usually fall away, leaving the ovary, from which the fruit develops. Within the ovary,
each ovule develops into a seed, and inside each seed is a young embryo, the start of the next
generation of the flowering plant.

The seed

One of the major developments among the vascular plants, and perhaps the most important
to survival on land, is the seed. The seed is a complex structure un which the embryo sporophyte is
contained within a protective outer covering, the seed coat. The seed coat, which is derived from
tissues of the parent sporophyte, protects the immature plant from drought while  it remains dormant,
sometimes for years, until conditions are favorable for its germination.

It was not until the Permian period, when the land became colder  and drier, the seed became
a distinct advantage and the seed plants became the dominant plants of the land. The two major
groups of modern vascular plants, and angiosperms, flowering plants in which the base of the flowers
develops into a fruit that encloses and protect the seed and often aids in its dispersal.

MANAGEMENT OF CULTIVATED GRASSLAND

Good grassland needs careful management if it is to remain productive. Correct liming and
manuring, and adequate drainage, are very important, together with good grazing management. Lime
reduces soil acidity. Very acid soils discourage the growth of the better grasses and clover, and inhibit
the action of manure and fertilizers. As a result weed species such as bents and Yorkshire Fog take
over.

Adequate land drainages is essential for profitable grass production. Poorly drained soils
reduce grass growth, encourage weeds, such as rushes and buttercups, and animal and plant
diseases. Livestock and heavy machinery can cause serious structural damage to such soils. The
trampling of grassland by livestock (poaching) is a major limitation on grass growth. Most acute
during winter grazing on low-lying, poorly drained soils, it can also result from over-stoking, even on
well-drained land.

Ditches and under-drainage are the two basic types of artificial drainage. Ditching, the old
way of draining land, involves digging open ditches on the edge of the field – now sometimes
replaced by piped drains which are easier to maintain. Under-drainage, the modern method, is a
network of artificial channels below the surface which may be formed of clayware pipes, called tiles
(tile-drainage) or cut by a special -plough (mole-drainage), a cheap and effective heavy soils. The
blade of the mole plough has a bullet-shaped end which cuts a drainage channel in the subsoil clay. It
also make fissures in the subsoil, helping to break it up and aid drainage. In the right soil, mole
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drainage can be effective for 5-10 years. In practice, under-drainage often consists of tile- and mole-
drainage used together.

To grow well, grass needs a well maintained supply of essential nutrients, such as nitrogen
(the most important), phosphate and potash. Most of them are supplied by manures and fertilizers.
Manures are bulky organic substances derived from farm or waste products, the most common being
farmyard manure consisting of dung, urine and various litters used in bedding. A cow produces 3-4
tonnes of manure a year. Slurry, a liquid mixture of dung, urine and washing water or rain, is another
common manure. Intensive systems of keeping cattle and pigs, using less bedding, have increased
slurry production. Manure supply plant nutrients and add organic matter to the soil, improving its
condition. Fertilizers, normally inorganic, water-soluble salts, with a high concentration of plants
nutrients, are usually applied to grass land as small dry pellets.

Grazing
If a sward is to be productive, the grass must be regularly and effectively harvested

throughout the growing season. Different types of livestock graze in different ways. Sheep can eat
short grass and bare their teeth to graze. They can graze right down to ground level. Cattle need
longer grass, as they graze by wrapping their tongues around a clump of grass and chopping it with
their teeth. Pigs are not too fond on grass, they prefer clovers and herbs. All grazing animals prefer
young, leafy materials. Sheep can be more selective than cattle, as the grazing action and larger jaws
of cattle do not allow such precise selection.

For animal at pasture, the number of livestock a piece of grassland can support is influenced
by the farmer’s choice of grazing system. There are six basic systems, each with its advantages and
disadvantages, the appropriate choice depends upon particular circumstances.

Answer the following questions:

71° EAAE seminar

1) Where is this text taken from?
a) brochure; b) catalogue; c) book; d) internet

2) What was the conference about?
3) Where was the conference held?
4) When was the conference held?
5) What is the official language of the conference?
6) How much did the conference cost for non-EAAE members?
7) Did the conference fee include accommodation?
8) Where can Dr. José Gil be contacted?
9) What is the country code for Spain?
10) Who chairs the organizing committee?

The flower

1) Where is the text probably taken from?
a) brochure; b) gardening magazine; c) text book; d) internet site

2) What is a flower?
3) Are all parts of the flowers originally modified leaves?
4) Where are sepals located?
5) What is the function of the calyx?
6) What is the function of the corolla?
7) Why is important to attract insects to the flower?
8) What is released from the anther?
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9) What does the carpel contain?
10) Can seeds withstand drought?

Management of cultivated grassland

1) Why do grasslands need careful management?
2) Does soil acidity reduce the action of fertilizers?
3) What is poaching?
4) What is under-drainage?
5) How long can mole-drainage be effective for?
6) Which is the most important essential nutrient in soil?
7) Is manure organic?
8) Do manures improve soil conditions?
9) Do pigs feed on grass?
10) How many basic grazing system are there?
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KEYS

71° EAAE seminar
1) brochure
2) food consumer
3) Zaragoza, Spain
4) 19-20 April 2001
5) English
6) 186,55€
7) no
8) at the Agricultural Economic Unit
9) 34
10) Dr. José Gil and Dr. A. Gracia

The flower

1) Text book
2) reproductive organ angiosperms
3) yes
4) outermost part
5) to protect flower buds
6) to attract insects to the nectar
7) to pollinate
8) the pollen grain
9) the ovary
10) yes

Management of cultivated grassland

1) to remain productive
2) yes
3) trampled grassland by livestock
4) network of artificial channels below the surface
5) 5-10 years
6) nitrogen
7) yes
8) yes
9) no, prefer clover + herbs
10) 6
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Scientific English Syllabus

Murphy, Essential grammar in use, UOP

q Introductory lessons

q Strategies for reading scientific English see unit 44,47

q Context cues / Present tense see unit 1,36,64

q Vocabulary / Acquisition see unit 66,69,73

q Syntax / Past tense / Present passive see unit 10,24,11,37

q Adjectives / Comparatives / Superlatives see unit 84,87

q Strategies for accuracy / Numbers

q Present Perfect / Present Perfect Passive see unit 15

q Conjunctions

q Modals: Will/can/should/May/Might/Could see unit 31

q Relative Clauses / Prepositions

q Structures of Scientific Writing

q Practice Readings
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Survey the text
Studiare il testo

Look at: The title
section headings and special print
illustrations, graphs and table

Osservare: il titolo
intestazione delle sezioni e caratteri speciali
illustrazioni, grafici e tabelle

Build up an idea of what the text as a whole is about
Farsi un’idea di ciò a cui il testo nel suo complesso si riferisce

Then look at each paragraph. There is often one sentence which will summarize what the
paragraph is about. This sentence is often the first or last sentence in the paragraph.

Osservare quindi ogni singolo paragrafo. Generalmente è presente una frase che riassume ciò
di cui tratta il paragrafo: tale frase è solitamente la prima o l’ultima del paragrafo

Do not take more than 2 minutes
Non impiegare più di due minuti

Analyse the questions
Analizzare le domande

Ask yourself  ‘What is the purpose of this question?’: if you can recognize that the question is
asking about the general theme of the passage, then you already know how to find the answer
quickly. If the question is asking for specific information, make sure you are clear what that
information is (is it a number? A period of time? An activity? etc.)
Chiedersi “qual’è lo scopo di questa domanda?”; se si può riconoscere che la domanda interroga
sull’argomento generale del passaggio, già si sa come trovare rapidamente la risposta. Se la
domanda riguarda un aspetto specifico assicuratevi di avere chiaro qual è l’informazione (un
numero, un periodo di tempo, un’attività, etc.)

Analysing the question has another meaning too. It means read it carefully to see what
form your answer should be in (One word? Two word? A sentence?)

Analizzare la domanda ha un altro significato: significa leggerla attentamente per vedere quale
struttura deve avere la risposta (una parola, due, una frase)

Go back to the text to find the answer to the question
Tornare indietro nel testo per trovare la risposta alla domanda  

Do not read every word and do not worry if you do not understand everything. Remember
you are reading for a purpose. Be clear about what information you need to find and just look for
that information. You will need to do this quickly.
Non leggete ogni parola e non preoccupatevi se non comprendete tutto: ricordate che state
leggendo con un obiettivo; sia chiara l’informazione che avete bisogno di trovare e cercate solo
essa. Dovete fare ciò rapidamente

Check your answer
      Controllate la risposta

Allow a short period of time for checking.
Concedetevi poco tempo per verificare

Look at any answers you are not sure of.
Guardate ogni risposta di cui non siete sicuri
Read all the instructions again and make sure you have followed them exactly.
Leggete di nuovo tutte le istruzioni e siate sicuri di averle seguite correttamente
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QUESTIONS

Read question carefully

Comprehend the question.
Is the answer a number, an activity, a range, a quantity, a measure, etc.?

Who Chi
Why Perchè
What Che cosa
When Quando
Where Dove
Which Quale (scelta limitata)
How Come

How long does it take? Quanto tempo si impiega ?

How far is it? Quanto è distante ?

How much? Quanto / a
How many Quanti / e

How tall (long, deep, …. ) is it ???

How often do / does it appear ? Con quale frequenza ?

How do you say “____________” in Italian?

What does  “________” mean?

GENERAL CONTEXT QUESTIONS

Who is the author of this article ? (Who wrote this article)

What is this article about ?

Where is this article taken from ?

How recent is this article ?

Who is this article intended for ?

    author
How can the   organization      be contacted ?

    Institute

What does “ www. ” stand for ?
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                                                                  8/2/2002

QUESTIONS

1. Where is this text taken from ?

2. How recent is this information ?

3. What does FAO do ?

4. Where is the Italian FAO located ?

5. How can FAO can be contacted ?

6. Who is the governing body of FAO ?
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OSSERVAZIONI GRAMMATICALI

1) Il verbo essere
Forma affermativa                 Forma negativa          Forma interrogativa

I
we
you

they
have

he
she

it
has

2)  L’articolo indeterminativo    A / AN
Si trova  A N   davanti a un suono vocalico e A davanti a un suono consonantico.

Corrispondono entrambi all’italiano UN,  UNO,  UNA
a bank (una), an international bank (una) , an office (uno)

3) L’articolo determinativo THE
E’ invariabile e corrisponde all’italiano IL, LO, LA, I , GLI , LE

4) Il plurale dei nomi e degli aggettivi
Per fare il plurale dei nomi si aggiunge generalmente una S

One bed, two beds,
 Se il nome termina per  S, SH, CH, Z, X, O si aggiunge ES

One address, two addresses
I nomi che terminano in Y preceduta da consonante cambiano la Y in I e aggiungono ES

One laboratory, two laboratories

Alcuni nomi hanno un plurale irregolare
Man (uomo) Men
Woman (donna) Women
Child (bambino) Children
Foot (piede) Feet
Tooth (dente) Teeth

Gli aggettivi in inglese sono invariabili. Solo gli aggettivi THIS (questo) THAT (quello)
hanno le forme plurali, che sono: THESE (questi) THOSE (quelli).

5) There
In concomitanza con le forme di TO BE corrisponde all’italiano CI
There is (c’è) There were (c’erano, ci furono, ci sono stati)
There are (ci sono) There has been (c’è stato)
There was (c’era, ci fu, c’è stato) There have been (ci sono stati)

In tali espressioni THERE funziona da soggetto di TO BE e quindi cambia posizione nella
forma interrogativa in cui, si osserva l’inversione soggetto/ausiliare
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Is there? Are there? Was there? Were there? Has there been ? Have there been?

SIMPLE PAST

Si usa per indicare un’azione passata, ormai conclusa, tutte le volte che si specifica quando
l’azione è avvenuta o quando si incontrano espressioni quali:

“… years ago”     “last week”     “when”      “in ….”

Es.:  I finished the corrections 10 minutes ago.

Per fare la forma passiva si usano  was / were + participio passato

Es.:  The corrections were finished 10 minutes ago

PRESENT PERFECT

Si usa per indicare un’azione passata quando non si specifica il momento preciso in cui è
avvenuta.

Si usa anche con  “yet”.

Es. :  I have finished the corrections

Per fare la forma passiva si usano    has / have been  + participio passato

Es.:  The corrections have been finished
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Cells

The human body and all living organisms are composed of cells. A cell is the smallest unit of
the body which can exist by itself, and has a highly complex microscopic structure and chemical
make-up.
Typically, a cell is composed by a jelly-like material called “cytoplasm”, consisting of protein, small
amounts of fat, sugar (carbohydrates), vitamins and salts (such as sodium chloride, potassium
chloride and sodium bicarbonate) dissolved in water.

Water occupies approximately seventy per cent of the
volume of each cell. The cytoplasm performs the essential biochemical functions to maintain the cell
as a living unit. This is called “cell metabolism”.

Embedded in cytoplasm is the “nucleus”, which is a highly specialised structure enclosed by
the nuclear membrane. The nucleus controls all functions of the cell and contains the genetic material,
chromosomes, which carry hereditary information from one generation of cell to the next. This
information is carried by a complex and very important material called “deoxyribonucleic acid” (DNA).
The jelly-like material in the nucleus is called “nucleoplasm”. The combination of cytoplasm and
nucleoplasm is termed “protoplasm”.

The entire animal cell is covered by a flexible cell membrane which allows nutrients to
penetrate and waste products to pass out. The human body is built up of millions of cells, each able to
perform the vital functions which are characteristic of life. Cells performing similar functions are
grouped together and form “tissues”, groups of tissues form “organs” and organs form “systems”. The
different systems of the body form the organism.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is a cell?
2. What is a cell composed of?
3. What does the cytoplasm consist of?
4. What is the function of the cytoplasm?
5. What does the nucleus consist of?
6. Why are chromosomes important?
7. What is DNA?
8. What is protoplasm?
9. Is the cell membrane like a hermetic wall?
10. What do groups of cells form?
11. What are organs?
12. What do organs form?
13. What is the organism composed of?
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I pronomi relativi which

È un pronome relativo (che, il quale, la quale, i quali, le quali ) riferito a COSA
This a phenomenon which complicated by misinformation

“Quale” corrisponde all’inglese “Which” quando vi è una scelta limitata, altrimenti si usa “What”
Which is your bed (quale di questi ) è il tuo letto?
What is your name? (quale è il tuo nome)

Bacteria

Bacteria are not only the oldest but also the most abundant group of organisms in the world.
Despite their small size, they are so numerous that their total weight exceeds that of all the other
organisms combined. Their great success, evolutionarily speaking, seems to be due to their diversity.
They can live in places and conditions which support no other forms of life. They have been found in
the icy wastes of Antarctica, in the near-boiling waters of natural hot springs, and even in the dark
depths of the ocean. All else failing, many kinds can take the form of hard, resistant spores, which
may lie dormant for years until conditions are more favorable.

Bacteria obtain energy in a great variety of ways. Some are autotrophs. Among autotrophs
are photosynthetic bacteria which, like green plants, capture energy in forms of chlorophyll but which
break apart from hydrogen sulfide and other compounds rather than water and do not release oxygen
gas. Other autotrophic bacteria are chemoautotropic; these obtain their energy from the oxidation of
organic molecules such as certain compounds of nitrogen, sulfur, and iron.

The viruses
Viruses, because of their simplicity, are traditionally studied with the bacteria and blue-green

algae. Some biologists believe that the earliest form of life were viruslike.; others contend that viruses
should not be regarded as living organisms at all but as parts of cells that have set up a partially
independent existence. E. Lauria, who recently was awarded the Nobel price for his work with
bacterial viruses, has called them “bits of heredity looking for a chromosome”.
Viruses are parasites that can multiply only within a living cell. All viruses consists  of nucleic acid –
either RNA or DNA – and protein. The proteins forms an outer coat, which protects the nucleic acid
and determines what sort of cell the virus can parasitize. Usually particular viruses attack only
particular cells: the influenza virus invades the lining of the respiratory tract, the polio virus attacks
intestinal cells and sometimes nerve cells and so forth.

Either before the virus enters the cell or just after (depending on the type of virus), the virus
nucleic acid slips out of its protein coat. In the case of DNA viruses, the DNA of the virus replicates
and codes for messenger RNA: The mRNA, in turn, produces enzymes and coat protein needed by the
virus, which use raw materials (such as amino acids and nucleotides) and cellular machinery (such as
the ribosomes and transfer RNA) of the host cell. In the case of RNA viruses, the nucleic acid both
replicates and transfer RNA) of the host cell. In either case, the end product is hundreds or often
thousands of new viral particles produced and assembled within the infected cell, which often is
broken apart they are released.
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Syntax:

The most basic sentence structure in English is:

SUBJECT + VERB + COMPLEMENT + PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE

I didn’t…..  Did you…. ?
(past simple, forme negativa e interrogativa)

Nelle forme negativa e interrogativa del Past Simple si usa DID

play I played I play I play?
start We started We start we start?
watch You watched You watch you watch?
have They had They did not have Did they have?
see He saw He (didn’t) see he see?
do She did She do she do?
go It went It go it go?

The passive is “to be” (present, present perfect, simple past) + the past participle (done/ cleaned/
seen…)

is/are done     has/have been cleaned    was/were seen

Study the active and passive forms of the present simple and the past simple

Present simple
Active:
    clean(s) / see(s)                                Somebody cleans this machinery every day

Passive:
    Am / is / are     cleaned / seen            This machinery is cleaned every day

Many accidents are caused by careless driving.
It is shown in Figure 2.
How is this word pronounced?

Past simple
Active:
   cleaned / saw                                    Somebody cleaned this room yesterday

Passive:
   was / were       cleaned / saw              This was cleaned yesterday

It was discovered in 1956.
They weren’t made of Teflon then.
How much was put in the container?
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ADJECTIVES

Temperature Proof Possessive
 adjectives

Combined

Frozen Bullet-proof My/our Two-piece
Cold Rust-proof Your Three-layered
Chilled Shatter-proof Their Needle-like
Cool Water-proof Her Non-synthetic
Warm Hail-proof His Fine-grained
Hot Sun-proof Its Slow-growing
Boiling Short-lived

Colours Geometric shapes

Red circular (circle)  + ish
Yellow Triangular (triangle)  + ish
Blue Rectangular (rectangle)  + ish
Violet Square (square)  + ish
Pink Oval (oval)  + ish
White
Green
Grey
Brown

The adjective is before the noun.
It is invariable.

Adjective Comparative superlative Noun

High / low Height / pressure
Big / small Size
Dark / light Colour
Fast / slow Speed
Deep/ shallow Depth
Wide / narrow Width
Thick / thin Density
Long / short Length
Smooth / rough Texture
Heavy / light Weight
Far / close Distance
Healthy / unhealthy Health
Liquid / viscous Viscosity
Powerful Power
Bitter/sweet Flavour

good better best

bad worse worst

far farther farthest (used with distance)

far further furthest (used with time or quantity)
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Official Score Card For Holstein-Friesian Cow

The general appearance of the animal should be symmetrical and pleasing, typical of the
breed. Deductions for lack of these characteristics up to 10 points may be made from the general
score of the parts. Typical breed weight should be from 1,300 to 1,600 pounds, depending on
conditions and period of lactation

PARTS DESCRIPTION SCORE
 …………….. Broad between the eyes; dishing 2
 …………….. Of medium length; clean cut; feminine, the bridge of nose straight 1
Muzzle Broad, with strong lips; nostrils large and open; jaws strong 3
Ears Of medium size; of fine texture; well carried 1
…………… Large; full; mild; bright 2
Horns Small; tapering finely toward the tips; set moderately narrow at base;

inclining forward; well curved inward; not to be discounted if nearly de-
horned

1

……………….. Long; fine and clean at juction with the head; evenly and smoothly joined
to shoulders

3

……………….. Slightly lower than the hips: moderately broad and full at sides running to
a wedge at the top, blending smoothly into the neck and the middle

3

Crops Full; level with shoulders 4
Chine Straight; strong; broadly developed, with open vertebrae 3
Loin and hips Broad; level or near level between the hip bones; level and strong laterally;

spreading from chine broadly and nearly level; hip bones fairly prominent
6

…………….. Long; broad with roomy pelvis; nearly level laterally; full above the thurls,
carried out straight  to tail head

6

Pin bones Wide between; nearly with hips 2
Thurls High; broad through
Tail head and tail Strong at base without coarseness; the setting well back; tail long;

tapering finely to a full switch
2

Chest Deep; wide; well filled and smooth in the briskets; broad between the fore
arms; full in the fore flanks

6

Barrel Long; deep; well rounded; strongly and trimly held up 9
Flanks Deep; full 2
Thighs Wide; deep; straight behind; wide and moderately full at the sides; twist

well cut out and filled with development of udder; with escutcheon well
defined

2

Mammary veins Large; tortuous; entering large orifices or double extension; with additional
developments, such as branches and connections enteering numerous
orifices

6

Udder Capacious, flexible; quarters even and of uniform texture; filling the space
in the rear below the twist; extending well forward; broad and well
attached

20

Teats Well formed; plumb; of convenient size; properly placed 4
……….. Medium length; clean; nearly straight; wide apart; firmly and squarely set

under the body; arms wide, strong and tapering
4

Hair and hide Hair healthful in appearance; fine and soft; hide of medium thickness;
mellow and loose

6

100

Parts:  Legs / Neck /  Forehead / Rump / Face / Shoulders / Eyes
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Lettura delle espressioni matematiche

Si riportano qui di seguito alcuni tra i simboli e le espressioni più comuni
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Cardinal and ordinal numbers

The numbers in bold type are either unique (e.g. the numbers 1 to 12, 100, 1000) or they differ
slightly from the regular pattern (e.g. 14, four + teen, is regular- fourteen; 15, five + teen is irregular,
fifteen)

0 Zero 30 thirty thirtieth
1 One First 40 forty fortieth
2 Two Second 50 fifty fiftieth
3 Three Third 60 sixty sixtieth
4 Four Fourth 70 seventy seventieth
5 Five Fifth 80 eighty eightieth
6 Six Sixth 90 ninety ninetieth
7 Seven Seventh 100 one hundred (the) hundredth
8 Eight Eighth 101 one hundred and one (the) hundred and first
9 Nine Ninth 102 one hundred and two (the) hundred and second

10 Ten Tenth etc ………. etc …….
11 Eleven Eleventh 200 two hundred (the) two hundredth
12 Twelve Twelfth 201 two hundred and one (the) two hundredth and
13 Thirteen Thirteenth etc ….. first etc ……..
14 fourteen Fourteenth 1000 one thousand (the) one thousandth

Fifteen Fifteenth 1001 one thousand and one (the) one thousand
16 Sixteen Sixteenth Etc ……….. and first etc ……..
17 seventeen Seventeenth 2000 two thousand (the) two thousandth
18 eighteen Eighteenth 2001 two thousand and one (the) two thousandth
19 nineteen Nineteenth etc ……… and first etc ……..
20 Twenty Twentieth 10000 ten thousand (the) ten thousandth
21 twenty-one Twenty-first 100000 one hundred thousand (the) hundred thousandth
21 twenty-two Twenty-second 1000000 one million ….. (the) millionth
23 twenty-three …. Twenty- third ….

Days of the week

Sunday  Monday  Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Months of the year

January   February   March       April       May     June
July      August     September   October   November December

Seasons of the year

Spring        Summer        Autumn       Winter
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PREPOSITIONS

TIME PLACE OTHERS
For Per In In With Con
During Durante At A Into
While Mentre On Su By Per mezzo di
Until Fino a Behind Dietro a From Da
At A Between Tra
On Su In front of Davanti a
In In Near Vicino a
Per Per Next to Accanto a

Opposite Di fronte a
To the left of A sinistra di
To the right of A destra di

SUFFIXES

Suffix function example Definition
able Adjective Washable That can be washed
age Noun Blockage Something that block
en Adjective Wooden Made of wood

Verb To tighten To make tight
ee Noun Employee Someone who is employed
er Noun Cleaner Someone/thing that cleans
ful Adjective Careful Full of care

Noun Handful A quantity than can be contained in a hand
ing Noun Warning Something that warns
ion Noun Protection Something that protects
ish Adjective Greenish A little green
less Adjective Spotless With no spots
like Adjective Needle-like Similar to a needle
ness noun Smoothness The quality of being smooth
proof Adjective Waterproof That keeps water out
y Adjective Salty That contains salt
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Elenco dei verbi irregolari

Infinito Past simple Participio passato

BE (essere) was/were been

BECOME (diventare) became become

BEGIN (incominciare) began begun

BLOW (soffiare) blew blown

BREAK (rompere) broke broken

BRING (prendere) brought brought

BUILD (costruire) built built

CHOOSE (scegliere) chose choosen

CUT (tagliare) cut cut

DO (fare) did done

FALL (cadere) fell fallen

FIND (trovare) found found

GET got got

GO (andare) went gone

HANG (appendere) hung hung

HAVE (avere) had had

HOLD (tenere) held held

KEEP (tenere) kept kept

KNOW (conoscere) knew Known

LET (lasciare/permettere) let let

LIE (essere coricato) lay lain

LOSE (perdere) lost lost

MAKE (fare/fabbricare) made made

MEAN (significare) meant meant

PUT (mettere) put put

SEE (vedere) saw seen

SEND (mandare) sent sent

SHOW (mostrare) showed shown

STAND (stare in piedi) stood stood

TAKE prendere/portare) took taken

THINK (pensare) thought thought

UNDERSTAND (capire) understood understood
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WEAR (indossare) wore worn

High Yield Vocabulary

Yield Development

Heat Environment

Range Carry out

Spring Gather

Supply Meet

Features Chain

Items Base
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2000 most frequently used English words

1 - 250

a, about, above, after, again, against, all, always, and, any, arm, as, ask, at, away, back, bad, be,

because, become, bed, before, best, better, big, black, boy, bring (brought, brought), but, by, call,

can, cat, chair, child, cold, come, cry, day, do (did, done), dog, door, down, drink (drank, drunk),

each, early, eat (ate, eaten), end, evening, every, everybody, everything, eye, fall (fell, fallen), father,

find (found, found), finger, first, fly (flew, flown), foot (feet), for, friend, from, get (got, got), girl, give

(gave, given), go (went, gone), good, hand, have (had, had), he, head, hear (heard, heard), heart,

help, her, here, high, him, his, home (at home), hot, house, how, I, if, in, into, it, its, just, keep (kept,

kept), know (knew, known), land, last, late, left, let (let, let), letter, lie (lay, lain), life (lives), like,

little, live, long, look (look for), make (made, made), man (men), many, may (maybe), me, Miss,

money, more, morning, most, mother, mouth, Mr., Mrs., much, must, my, name, near, never, new,

next, night, no, nobody, nose, not, nothing, now, of, off, often, old (elder, eldest), on, once (at once),

one, only, open, or, other, our, out, over, own, part, people, place, play, please, put (put, put), quick,

rain, read (read, read), ready, red, right, room, round, run (run, run), the same, say (said, said), see

(saw, seen), shall, she, short, sit (sat, sat), sky, sleep (slept, slept), small, so, some, somebody,

something, soon, stand (stood, stood), start, still, stop, street, such, sun, table, take (took, taken),

talk, tell (told, told), than, thank, thank you, that, the, their, them, then, there, there is, there are,

these, they, thing, think (thought, thought), this, three, through, till, time, to, today, tomorrow, too,

top, two, under, until, up, us, use, use, very, wait (for), walk, wall, want, warm, water, we, well,

what, when, where, which, white, who, whole, why, will, window, wish, with, woman, women, word,

work, world, wrong, year, yes, yesterday, you, your,

251 - 500

across, age, ago, air, almost, alone, along, also, America, American, among, another, answer,

anybody, anything, around, Austria, Austrian, autumn, beat, (beat, beaten), beautiful, begin (began,

begun), behind, believe, belong, below, beside, between, bird, bit, a bit, bite, (bit, bit{ten}), blood,

blow, (blew, blown), blue, body, book, both, bread, break, broad, brother, brown, build (built, built),
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burn, buy (bought, bought), car, care, carry, case, catch, (caught, caught), change, city, clear, close,

colour, could, country, cover, cut (cut, cut), dark, daughter, dead, dear, deep, die, different, draw

(drew, drawn), dress, drop, during, ear, easy, eight, England, English, enough, enter, even,

not...even, face, fact, family, far, feel (felt, felt), few, a few, fight (fought, fought), fill, fine, finish,

fire, five, fix, flower, follow, food, forget (forgot, forgotten), four, free, Friday, front, in front of, full,

gentleman, gentlemen, Germany, German, glad, God, great, green, gray, grow, (grew, grown), hair,

half, halves, hang (hung, hung), happen, happy, hard, heavy, hold (held, held), hope, hour, hundred,

hunger, hungry, instead of, jump, lady, large, laugh, lay (laid, laid), learn (learnt, learnt), least, at

least, leave (left, left), less, light (lit, lit), line, listen, lose (lost, lost), love, low, madam, matter, mean

(meant, meant), meet (met, met), mind, minute, miss, moment, Monday, month, move, neck, need,

nice, nine, number, o'clock, paper, pass, pay (paid, paid), person, picture, piece, plant, point, poor,

possible, power, pretty, pull, push, question, quite, raise, rather, reach, remain, remember, rest,

return, rich, ride (rode, ridden), rise (rose, risen), roll, Saturday, school, second, seem, ...self,...selves,

send (sent, sent), set (set, set), seven, several, shop, show (showed, shown), shut (shut, shut), side,

simple, since, sing (sang, sung), sir, sister, six, skin, slow, smile, son, sorry, (I am sorry), sound,

speak (spoke, spoken), spring (sprang, sprung), star, stay, steep, stone, destroy, strong, summer,

Sunday, sure, sweet, swim (swam, swum), Switzerland, Swiss, ten, third, those, Thursday, tired,

together, toward(s), town, tree, true, try, Tuesday, turn, understand (understood, understood), voice,

wake (woke, woke(n)), wash, watch, way, weather, Wednesday, week, whether, while, wind, winter,

without, wood, would, write (wrote, written), yellow, yet, young,

501 - 750

able, accept, act, to be afraid, afternoon, allow, already, (al)though, animal, appear, apple, arrive,

baby, backward(s), bear (bore, borne), bend (bent, bent), bind (bound, bound), bitter, blind, boat,

bone, born, bottle, bottom, box, breakfast, bridge, bright, broken, building, business, busy, butter,

button, bye-bye, careful, careless, cause, center, certain, chance, charge, cheap, clean, clothes, cloud,

coat, common, condition, consider, continue, cook, could, corner, coast, count, course, cross, crowd,

cup, dare, dinner, doctor, double, doubt, dream, drive, dry, earth, egg, eighteen, eleven, else, empty,

enemy, ever, for ever, everywhere, explain, fair, fast, fat, fear, feeling, fellow, field, fifteen, figure, fit,

floor, flow, force, fork, form, forward(s), fourteen, fresh, fruit, fun, funny, gather, glass, glasses,
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good-bye, grass, ground, group, guess, hat, hate, health, healthy, heat, hole, hurry, husband, ice,

idea, ill, important, inside, interest, join, key, kill, kind, kiss, kitchen, knee, knife, knives, law, lead,

(led, led), leg, lip, a lot, loud, meat, middle, milk, mine, mistake, (mistook, mistaken), mix, moon,

mountain, narrow, nearly, necessary, neighbour, nineteen, noise, noon, nowhere, offer, ought to,

outside, pair, pants, parents, past, pick, plain, plan, plate, pocket, present, press, price, promise,

quiet, real, reason, refuse, ring, (rang, rung), road, roof, root, rush, sad, salt, sand, seat, sell, (sold,

sold), seventeen, shake, (shook, shaken), sharp, shine, ship, shirt, shoe, shoulder, shout, sick, sink,

sixteen, skirt, smoke, snow, soft, sometimes, somewhere, song, sort, soul, spend, (spent, spent),

spoon, spot, spread, spread, spread), stick, (stuck, stuck), straight, strike, (struck, struck), sudden(ly),

sugar, suit, suppose, tall, teach, (taught, taught), teacher, tear, therefore, thick, thin, thirteen,

thousand, throw, (threw, thrown), thus, ticket, tongue, tonight, tooth, teeth, touch, trouble, trousers,

twelve, twenty, ugly, usual, village, visit, weak, wear, (wore, worn), wet, wheel, wide, wife, wives,

wild, win, (won, won), within, wonder, wonderful, worth, yours,

751 - 1000

action, admit, (are)plane, agree, angry, April, article, attack, attention, August, aunt, awake, (awoke,

awaked), bag, ball, band, bank, basket, bath, bathe, beard, beauty, beg, beginning, bell, beyond,

birth, board, boil, breast, breath, breathe, Britain, British, brush, cap, card, cent, check, cheese,

choose, (chose, chosen), church, circle, class, classroom, clever, climb, comb, compare, complete,

copy, copy-book, corn, correct, cow, curious, curtain, dance, danger, dangerous, date, death,

December, decide, devil, difference, difficult, direct, direction, dirt, dirty, distance, dollar, dust, duty,

east, edge, eighty, enjoy, especially, everyone, example, for e example, except, excuse, exercise,

exist, expect, experience, famous, fault, February, fifty, fish, flat, fold, forest, forty, friendly, gain,

garden, gate, general, gold, grandfather, grandmother, handkerchief, hardly, hers, hide,(hid, hidden),

hill, hit, (hit, hit), holiday, holidays, horse, hospital, however, human, hurt, ink, instrument, iron,

island, January, job, July, June, knock, lake, lamp, language, lazy, leather, lesson, lift, lunch, machine,

March, march, mark, marry, May, measure, might, modern, nail, nation, nature, natural, needle,

ninety, none, north, notice, November, object, to object, October, office, opinion, ours, page, paint,

party, peace, pencil, penny, pennies, pence, perhaps, pleasant, pleasure, plenty of, post, pot, pound,

prepare, probable, produce, pupil, quarrel, quarter, receive, remind, repeat, result, ripe, river, row,
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rub, rule, safe, save, scissors, sea, September, seventy, sew, (sewed, sewn), shoot, (shot, shot),

should, sign, silver, single, sixty, size, slip, smell, (smelt, smelt), soap, someone, soup, south, special,

speed, spell, in spite of, spoil, (spoilt, spoilt), square, stamp, state, steal, (stole, stolen), steam,

stocking, stomach, storm, strength, subject, to subject, surprise, taste, tear, telephone, television, TV,

terrible, test, theirs, thirst, thirsty, thirty, thread, tie, traffic, train, travel, trip, twice, uncle, upper, war,

wave, weigh, weight, west, wing, wire, wise, wool, worse, worst, wound, ...

1001 - 1250

absent, accident, actual, add, address, admire, advance, advantage, advice, advise, affair, afterwards,

alive, aloud, amuse, anger, anxious, anywhere, not anywhere, arrange, art, ashamed, be ashamed

(of), asleep, be asleep, astonish, attend, avoid, bake, baker, bar, barrel, bathroom, bedroom, beer,

beggar, beginner, behave, behaviour, belt, bench, berry, besides, bicycle, bike, bill, blackboard,

blame, block, blouse, border, borrow, bow, bowl, brain(s), branch, brave, broadcast, broom, bucket,

burst (burst, burst), bury, bus, bush, cake, calm, camp, capital, central, century, chain, chalk,

character, cheat, cheek, chest, chin, Christian, cigarette, cinema, clock, clock, cloth, clothe, club, coal,

coffee, collect, collection, comfort, comfortable, complain, complaint, concern, connect (with),

connection, conscience, conscious, consist of, contain, content, control, conversation, cough, courage,

court, cousin, crack, crash, cream, create, creature, creep, (crept, crept), crime, cruel, cruelty, crush,

cupboard, current, cushion, custom, daily, damage, darkness, deal with, a great deal /of/, (dealt,

dealt), debt, deceive, decision, defend, depend (on), describe, description, deserve, desire, desk,

destroy, develop, development, difficulty, dig, (dug, dug), disappear, discover, disease, dish, dishes,

distant, divide, division, drawer, drown, earn, effect, effort, either, either...or, electric/al/, electricity,

elsewhere, engine, entire, entrance, equal, escape, event, exact, examination, examine, excellent,

exception, excite, existence, expensive, express, false, fancy, farm, farmer, fashion, favour, in favour

of, favourable, feed, (fed, fed), fence, fetch, fever, finally, firm, flour, be fond of, fool, foolish, forbid,

(forbad/e/, forbidden), forehead, foreign, foreigner, forgive, (forgave, forgiven), former, fortune,

frame, freedom, freeze, (froze, frozen), frequent, friendship, fright, frighten, frost, furniture, future,

game, gas, gay, gentle, gift, glove, govern, government, grand, grateful, greet, guest, guide, guilty,

habit, hall, hammer, handle, happiness, harm, haste, heap, heaven, heel, height, hire, hollow, honest,
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honey, honour, hook, hotel, humour, hunt, illness, imagine, impossible, increase, indeed, inform,

intend, intention, interesting, invent, invention, invite, journey, judge, judge/e/met, justice,

1251 - 1500

kindness, knot, lack, leaf, leaves, learn, (leant, leant), lend, (lent, lent), length, lie, likely, liquid, living-

room, load, lock, long for, loose, loss, luck,(bad/hard l.), lucky, lungs, mad, mail, main, manage,

manner/s/, map, market, marriage, master, match, material, meadow, meal, mean, meantime,

meanwhile, medicine, meeting, melt, (melted, melted /molten/), memory, merry, message, metal,

million, motor, mouse, mice, movie, music, neither, neither...nor, nest, nor, normal, nut, obey, oil,

opposite, order, ordinary, owe, owing to, owner, pack, pain, pale, parcel, pardon, park, part, passage,

patient, payment, perfect, permit, personal, pipe, pity, poison, police, polite, position, posses,

possibility, potato, potatoes, pour, powder, practical, practice, praise, pray, precious, presence,

prevent, pride, private, profit, proof, property, protect, proud, prove, provide, public, pump, punish,

pure, purpose, on purpose, purse, quality, quantity, radio, rare, raw, recognize, regard, regard as,

regret, regular, remove, rent, repair, require, require, resist, respect, restaurant, reward, risk, rob,

rope, rough, rubber, ruin, sail, sailor, sale, satisfy, screw, search, secret, seize, seldom, sense,

sentence, separate, serious, servant, serve, service, settle, severe, shade. shadow, shame, shape,

share, shave, sheet, shock, shower, sight, silence, silent, situation, skill, slight, smooth, sock, soil,

soldier, solid, sour, space, speech, sport, stair/s/, steady, steel, stiff, store, strange, stream, stretch,

string, struggle, student, study, stuff, stupid, succeed, success, suffer, suggest, suggestion, sum,

supply, support, sweat, swing, switch, tail, task, tea, team, tender, theatre, thief, thieves, thorough,

thought, threat, threaten, throat, thunder, tidy, tight, tip, tool, towel, toy, trade, translate, treat,

tremble, trick, trust, truth, umbrella, unhappy, unknown, unless, upon, upward/s/, used to, useful,

useless, vain, in vain, value, various, view, vote, warn, waste, wealth, weep, (wept, wept), welcome,

whisper, whistle, wind (wound, wound), wine, wipe, worm, worry, wrap, yield, youth, zero,

1501 - 2000

ability, abroad, absence, according to, account, accustom (to), ache, active, in addition (to),

adventure, advertise, afford, agreement, ahead, ahead of, aim, alike, altogether, amount, ancient,

angel, apart, apart from, appearance, apply to, appoint, approach, approve, argue, argument, arise,
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(arose, arisen), army, arrangement, arrival, ashes, aside, attempt, attract, average, ax(e), bacon,

balance, barber, bare, bark, basin, battle, beam, bean, bee, beef, being, belief, bet, (bet, bet),

blanket, bleed, (bled, bled), bless, blossom, boast (of), boot, brake, breadth, brick, brook, bud, bunch,

butcher, cage, calculate, calf, calves, camera, can, candle, captain, carpet, carriage, cart, cast, (cast,

cast), castle, cattle, caution, ceiling, celebrate, cellar, chapter, charm, cheer, cherry, chicken, chief,

chimney, chocolate, choice, Christmas, circumstance, citizen, civil, claim, clerk, coast, cock, coin,

collar, college, combine, command, commerce, companion, comparison, competition, compose,

composition, confess, confidence, confuse, confusion, congratulate, conquer, considerable, constant,

container, content/s/, continent, contrast, contrary, cottage, couple, a couple of, coward, cowardly,

crazy, crew, criminal, crop, crowded, crown, cure, curiosity, curl, curse, curve, customer, decay,

declare, deed, defeat, defence, degree, delay, delicate, delight, deliver, demand, deny, depth,

descend, desert, despair, destruction, detail, determine, differ, dine, discuss, discussion, district, doll,

dozen, drag, dread, duck, due, due to dull, eager, earnest, Easter, educate, education, elder, eldest,

elect, employ, enclose, engage, engaged, error, establish, exchange, expense, explanation,

expression, extreme, fade, fail, faint, faith, faithful, familiar, fan, farther, fasten, fate, favourite,

fearful, feather, feeble, female, fist, flag, flame, flash, flee, (fled, fled), flesh, flight, float, flock, forth,

and so forth, back and forth, fortunate, fox, France, French, fur, furnish, further, generous, ghost,

glance, glory, glow, goat, goods, goose, grain, grant, grave, grind, (ground, ground), guard, gun,

hairdresser, handsome, harbour, harvest, hasten, hatred, hay, hen, history, holy, hopeful, hopeless,

idle, immediate, importance, improve, inch, include, influence, inquire, issue, Italy, Italian, jam, keen,

king, knowledge, labour, ladder, leader, level, liberty, library, limit, link, lion, list, living, male,

manager, mass, mate, means, by means of, member, mend, mention, merchant, mercy, mere,

merely, midnight, mild, mile, mill, mirror, model, monkey, motion, mount, movement, mud, murder,

murmur, native, necessity, neglect, nephew, nerve, nervous, newt, newspaper, niece, note, oblige,

observe, occasion, occupy, ocean, odd, offend, opening, operation, opportunity, orange, organ,

organize, origin, original, pan, particular, partly, passenger, path, patience, pause, pear, pen, perform,

permission, persuade, petrol, photograph, pig, pigeon, pink, plough, practise, prefer, present,

pretend, principal, prison, prize, problem, product, profession, progress, prompt, pronounce,

pronunciation, proper, protection, protest, punishment, queen, quit, race, rail, railway, range, rapid,

realize, rear, recently, recommend, record, recover, region, relation, relative, relief, relieve, religion,
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rely on, remark, replace, reply, report, represent, request, reserve, resistance, responsible, retire,

ribbon, roast, rock, rocket, rude, sack, sacrifice, safety, for sake, salary, satisfaction, saw, (sawed,

sawn, sawed), scarcely, scatter, scene, science, scratch, screen, secretary, seek, (sought, sought),

shed, (shed, shed), sheep, shell, shelter, shore, shy, sigh, silk, similar, sin, sincere, situated, sleeve,

slide, (slid, slid), slim, slope, snake, sneeze, social, society, somewhat, sore, sorrow, source, sow,

(sowed, sown), Spain, Spanish, spare, spin, (spun/span, spun), spirit, splendid, split, (split, split), spy,

stable, stage, standard, statement, station, steep, steer, stir, stranger, straw, strict, strictly speaking,

stripe, stroke, substance, surface, surround, swallow, swear, (swore, sworn), sweep, (swept, swept),

swell, (swelled, swollen), tailor, tax, temper, temperature, tent, thumb, tiny, tire, title, toe, total,

tough, tower, trace, tram, translation, tray, treatment, trial, trunk, twist, type, union, unite, urge,

valley, vegetables, vessel, victory, violent, virtue, wages, waggon, weapon, wheat, whip, widow/ER/,

willing, witness, wolf, wolves, wooden, wrist, yard,
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MAIN SECTIONS OF A SCIENTIFIC PAPER
Information conventions

TITLE

present –past                                            ABSTRACT

present- simple past- present perfect      INTRODUCTION

 KEY WORDS

simple past               METHOD

simple past      RESULTS

modals             DISCUSSION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

REFERENCES
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The freshwater environment

Water supports the bodies of fish, and provides oxygen to sustain life, while allowing fish to
move about. Water is continuously supplied as rain, or snowmelt from mountains. Oxygen is a
constituent part but it can also be added by wind ruffling the surface of a pond, when water falls,
such as over a weir sill, or when a tiny stream rushes down a steep gradient. Oxygen is also
introduced into the water by waterplants, by a process known as photosynthesis.

Fish like clean water in which to live, feed and reproduce. Various species have different
oxygen demands. Brown Trout Salmo trutta look for a high oxygen content, whereas Carp Cyprinus
carpio can live in situations that offer a very low amount. Some fish are more tolerant than others of
poor quality water but few fish can survive the serious pollution, in the form of vast amounts of man-
made toxic substances and effluent from farms, which constantly pours into lakes and rivers.

Fish will select areas, in any piece of water, to suit their life style, varying their habitat by
periodic moves to find food either as an individual fish or as a member of a shoal or age group. There
may be seasonal migration to breed, to escape predators or to seek suitable temperatures. Juvenile
fish may even wish to depart from an area that holds adults of their own species – in short, they are
always looking for comfortable surroundings. Fish found in rivers display slightly different migratory
behaviour to members of the same species that live in still water. Water temperature has less effects
in rivers, as the heating up and cooling down processes are much slower.

Answer the following questions:

1) How can oxygen be added to water?
2) Which fish requires little oxygen?
3) What is the name for a group of fish?
4) Do still water fish have the same migratory patterns as a river fish?
5) Why or why not?
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How to use this book

The enjoyment of wild flowers is a pastime which needs no equipment – just your legs. Since
Britain has over 1,500 native wild flowers, this book contains only a selection, aimed at those who
know little or nothing about plants, and excludes all trees and shrubs, all grasses, sedges, rushes and
waterweeds, and some common weeds. Many plants are protected – remember always to take the
book to the plant, not vice versa.

The drawing below shows the various parts of a flower, and is followed by a few useful
definitions.

Anther: the tip of the stamen, producing the male pollen
Bracts: small, usually leaf-like organs just below the flowers
Calyx: the sepals as a whole, when they are joined
Lanceolate leaves are spear-shaped, narrowly oval and pointed.
Petals: usually conspicuous organs above the sepals, and surrounding the reproductive parts of a
flower.
Pinnate leaves grow in pairs on either side of the stalk.
Sepals form a ring immediately below the petals and are usually green or brown.
Stamens: the male organs of a flower
Stigma: the surface at the tip of the style, which receives pollen
Styles: the column of filaments leading from the female organs to the stigma

The illustrated key, based on colour and flower shapes, will help you identify the flower you
find.  All the colour plates in the book are life-size. The black-and-white drawings are smaller, to
indicate the whole plant, or some details of it.

Flowering plants are arranged in two groups: monocotyledons, which have only one seed-leaf,
and dicotyledons, which have two seed-leaves. Within these major divisions, plants are grouped first
into families, then into genera and finally by species. The first of the two Latin names is that of the
genus, and the second that of the species.

Answer the following questions:

1) What are the parts of a flower?
2) Which part of the flower produces male pollen?
3) Which part of the flower receives pollen?
4) Are the illustrations in the book life-size?
5) What two main groups are flowers divided into?
6)   What does the first Latin name indicate in the name of flowers?
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Barley

Barley was probably the first plant to be cultivated and was believed to be the gift of Ceres. It
has a very wide geographical range, growing from inside the Arctic  Circle to tropical India, where it is
grown at heights over 4500 m. Barley was grown in Britain during the Iron Age or earlier, first, it is
believed, on the upland chalk soils as it is better suited to well-drained, light-to-medium soils with low
acidity. It is now grown chiefly in the drier eastern and southern regions of Britain  with moderate
rainfall and plenty of sunshine.

                   

Winter Barley is normally sown in October and November following early-harvested  sugar
beet, a short-term grass ley or after spring cereals. Like winter wheat, it needs vernalization and the
requirements of different varieties of winter barley vary considerably . Spring barley forms 80 per cent
of that sown in Britain. It may be drilled from January to April. 

As with wheat, chemical weed control is a usual spring operation on most of barley crops and
gaps in sowing, or tramlines, are often left to allow passage for the wheels of machinery in
subsequent cultivations.

Once the barley crop starts to ripen there is a constant movement of plant food from the
leaves to the seed. When this movement ceases the crop is ripe. The leaves, stem and ears change to
pale yellow and the ear bends over until the awns point to the ground. Winter barley ripens earlier
than spring barley or winter wheat. The time of harvest varies from region to region. The finished
crop is sold for malting, livestock feed, distilling, or for pearl barley or groats.

Answer the following questions:

1) Is barley an ancient plant?
2) Can it grow at high altitudes?
3) Does barley require high or low acidic soils?
4) When is barley usually planted?
5) What colour is barley when it is ripe?
6) How is barley used?
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Pea family

The next family of major importance to man is the Pea family (Leguminosae). The seeds are
contained in pods of different sizes and shapes. Plants within this group grow in many different
habitats throughout the world, and vary in size from small creeping herbaceous plants to large and
beautiful exotic tropical trees. The flower consists of a large standard petal, two lateral petals – the
wings – and two lower ones, joined at the bottom – the keel. The standard usually encloses the rest
whilst in bud. The leaves are trifoliate or pinnate and sometimes have a terminal tendril.

The economic value of these plants is immense. The clovers and vetches are first rate fodder
crops and do well where mixed with grass. Commercially grown peas and beans supply a good
proportion of man’s needs, providing a vegetable protein-rich diet. These crops are called pulses, and
include many varieties. All these plants have nodules on the root stem, which are able to store
nitrogen taken in by the upper part from the atmosphere. When the plant is eaten, cut down or dies
the  nitrogen is released into the soil, thus enriching it; consequently its use as a green manure is
being stressed to developing countries. Some of the pea-like seeds are very bitter and not worth
eating, and the Laburnam Tree produces very dangerous poisonous seeds.

Gorse Ulex europaeus (1) is a dull green spiny bush growing to about 2 m. The spines are in
fact the stiff leaves, each of which is furrowed along in length. The familiar yellow pea flower has a
keel shorter than the wings. The scent of Gorse flowers on a hot day has been variously described as
being of orange, almond or coconut. It flowers for must of the year, producing seed in dumpy hairy
25 mm pods which explode when ripe, flinging the black seeds several metres. It grows in dry
heathland and was once used as a hedgerow plant.

Western Gorse U. gallii (2) is very similar to (1) and is more common in the west, but only
grows to about 60 cm.

Dwarf Gorse U. minor (3) is much smaller. The keel is about the same length as the wings
and the flowers are denser on the stem. The pods are only about 15 mm and the seeds are olive in
colour.

Answer the following questions:

1) What family do peas belong to?
2) What are the parts of a pea flower?
3) What do the leaves look like?
4) What is the function of the nodules?
5) Why is pea growing important to developing countries?
6) Can all types of peas be eaten?
7) What is ulex europeas?
8) Describe the leaves of ulex europeas.
9) What happens when the flowers are ripe?
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Sugar beet

Until recently, nearly all sugar consumed in Britain was refined from imported sugar cane.
Today, about half is produced from home-grown sugar beet. Sugar beet is grown only on contract to
the British Sugar Corporation, mainly in the Midlands and eastern counties within easy access of BSC
factories.

Sugar beet requires the right fertilizers and a deep, well-drained, cleaned soil. It will not
tolerate acid soils and needs to be well-supplied with lime. It is susceptible to the sugar beet eelworm
if grown too frequently on the same land. To avoid this, one year’s sugar beet should be followed by
two or three years of cereals.

The soil is prepared by deep-ploughing before Christmas and the crops sown by precision
grilling in March or April. Sugar beet seed is usually pelleted, so that all seed is the same size. This
allows the seed to be accurately spaced in the soil when drilling. The aim is to grow about 74000
plants per hectare.

The date of harvest is determined by contract with BSC, in order to ensure a steady flow of
beet to the factory from the last week in September until the factory closes towards the end of
December. The beet is  harvested mechanically, one to six rows  at a time, depending upon the
harvester. The beet is topped  before lifting and the tops are fed to livestock. The pulp left after
processing at the factory is also fed to livestock.

Answer the following questions:

1) What does BSC stand for?
2) What do sugar beets require to grow well?
3) Can sugar beets be grown in acid soils?
4) Can sugar beets grown in the same ground each year?
5) When is the soil prepared?
6) How densely can beets  be planted per hectare?
7) Why does BSC contract harvest dates?
8) How are beets harvested?
9) What is done with the pulp remaining after processing?
10) Before consuming sugar beets, where did UK sugar come from?
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POTATOES

Root, forage and break crops

Although they are more expensive to grow than most other crops, root (such as potatoes,
sugar beet and carrots)  are profitable cash crops. They make a useful break (or change) crop in an
arable rotation, giving the land a rest  from cereal-growing, and breaking up and cleaning the ground.
Roots are now grown mainly for human consumption, whereas very large amount used to be grown
for feeding livestock in winter. This role is now mainly fulfilled by forage crops, which are cheaper to
grow and require less labour.

Forage crops are grown as a source of greenstuff for livestock – either for grazing, for cutting
and feeding elsewhere, or for making into silage. Important forage crops include kale, forage rape,
maize and forage rye. Kale especially is a useful source of grazing for cattle in the autumn and winter,
a time when there is no effective growth of grass.

In addition to root crops, peas, beans and oilseed rape are important arable break crops. Peas
and beans are legumes, and so add nitrogen to the soil which can be utilized by the next crops in the
rotation. Peas and beans are nowadays grown chiefly for human consumption rather than for feeding
to livestock as a protein source.

Potatoes
Potatoes are the most popular vegetable in Britain, - we eat on average just under 2 kg per

person per week. Those unfit for human consumption are fed to farm livestock. There are over 200
varieties of potatoes, about 50 of which are grown commercially. British farmers produce 6 million
tonnes of potatoes in a typical  year. There are three types of potato growing: early, maincrop and
seed. Early (or new) potatoes are potatoes which are harvested while they are immature, and eaten
straight away. Their production is concentrated in areas of the country which have a suitably mild
climate.l Pentland Javeline, Home Guard, Maris Bard and Maris Peer are some of the important early
varieties. Maincrop (or ware) potatoes provide the bulk of the potatoes we eat, and the crop can be
grown throughout the country. They are planted later, take longer to grow, and are only harvested
when mature. Important maincrop varieties include Desiree, King Edward, maris Piper and Pentland.
Seed potatoes are potatoes grown to provide seed for the next year’s crop. Most of these are grown
in special districts where the cool climate and the altitude are particularly suited to producing vigorous
seed potatoes.

Potatoes grow well in almost any well-prepared soil which is made ready in the autumn for
the planting of earliest in January and February and maincorp potatoes in March and April. A few
weeks before planting, seed potatoes are usually moved to a light, warm building called a chitting
house, to encourage them to sprout (or chit): seed tubers are planted by a machine, called a planter,
in rows about 90 cm apart with some 28 cm between each potato, often less with early varieties.
Modern planters are fully automatic and set two or four rows at a time, riding up the rows as they go
along. One tonne of seed will produce about 10 tonnes of potatoes.

The growing crop is blight and one of the commonest pests is the potato cyst eelworm. The
Colorado beetle, a very serious pest in most of European countries, has been prevented from
establishing itself in Britain. It does tremendous damage to the crops, completely stripping the haulm
of its leaves.

Early potatoes are harvested from June onwards and most of the main crop in September and
October. Potatoes are lifted with either a spinner, elevator digger or complete harvester. Hand picking
is necessary after the spinner and digger, and the crop then carted away. The harvester does the
complete job. Earlies are normally lifted with the haulm intact. A couple of weeks before lifting
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maincorps potatoes the haulms are often burnt off using chemicals, leaving the tubers in the ground
so that their skins become firm.

Maincrop potatoes are commonly stored in pallet boxes in special buildings. Sometimes they
are stored loose, surrounded by straw, in a cool, dark shed.

Answer the following questions

1) What are the important early varieties cited in the text?
2) Where do potatoes grow well?
3) When are main crop potatoes ready for planting?
4) What is the machine for planting seed tubers called?
5) How many seeds are needed for producing 10 tonnes of potatoes?
6) What is the main pest afflicting potatoes?
7) What damage does the Colorado beetle cause?
8) When are potatoes harvested?
9) Where are main crop potatoes stored?
10) What method is used for lifting potatoes?
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Cultivation Ploughing

It should be done as long as possible before sowing, normally to a depth of 15 cm, but if
there  are large quantities of trash to be buried then the depth is increased. The type of seed bed
varies with the field, but it should not be worked so fine that the surface seals over after heavy rain,
nor so coarse that seed germination is low.

The amount of nitrogen fertilizer used depends upon the previous history of the field: too
much nitrogen on a tall-stalked wheat will cause the stalk to collapse  (lodging). However, a suitable
chemical is available that can be sprayed on to reduce crop height.

The amount of seed required varies with latitude and time of sowing; broadly speaking the
earlier sown (e.g. October for winter wheat) and the closer to equator, the less needed (early in the
south 125 kg/ha, late in the north 300 kg/ha). Most wheat seed sown is dressed with compounds to
control fungal diseases and pests. Seed costs depend on quality: breeder’s elite stock being dearest
and the farmer’s own seed cheapest. Lists of the best varieties to sow are published annually. Cereals
are established better by drilling than broadcasting (scattering on the surface) and harrowing. Depth
of seed placement is critical to yield: seeds planted at 2,5 cm give double the yield of seeds planted at
10 cm. The drills can be force-or-gravity-fed with a wide range of coulters (cast-iron shoes that cut a
furrow).

Answer the following questions

1) How deep should soil be ploughed?
2) Why should soil not be worked too fine?
3) What effect does too much nitrogen have on wheat?
4) What does ”broadcasting” mean?
5) What is the optimal depth for seeds to be planted at?
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The Nature of wood

The importance of wood as a constructional and decorative material

Wood is a very desirable and attractive substance. It is produced by approximately 44,000
different species of woody plants in a great variety of physical forms and properties. In colour it varies
from black to white, and in range of density some timbers will sink in water and other will float with as
much as nine-tenths of their volume out of the water. Its gross annual increment of growth is of
staggering proportions and it has been used by man for almost every conceivable purpose. The case
with which it can be fashioned set man upon the ocean and every land mass was first visited by men
in wooden boats. Man appears to be at the happiest with a piece of wood in his hands, whether it be
the bowl of a pipe, butt of a gun, neck of a fiddle, tiller of a boat, or handle of racket or hat. Wood
gives a sense of physical well-being. In colder climates it is warm to the touch, and where it is hot,
wood is cool. It is used in such engineering projects as harbour works, sleepers and sea-defense
groynes. The sixteen and half million dwellings in Great Britain are predominantly timber-framed and
the floors and joinery are of the same material. The greater part of the furniture on which the
population sits, sleeps, and eats it of wood, selected for its aesthetic appeal, its durability and fitness
for purpose. Some of the sweetest music man has made is produced by instruments of wood, and his
artistic sense is satisfied by carving it into shapes.  

Verbs:

Uses of wood:

Qualities:
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Soil

Soil is the top layer of the earth’s crust which derives from alteration and disgregation of
rocks, rotted plants and animal waste, by means of physical agents (temperature, ice, winds, water
erosion, etc.) or chemical agents (oxygen, acids..).

The factors determining the most favourable soil properties for plant growth are: a suitable
structure, the right quantity of nutrients, a correct balance between water and air. Soil provides plants
with nutrients and gives anchorage and support to roots.

If we examine the stratification of the soil, we can see a number of distinct layers called
‘horizons’, which define the ‘soil profile’. Soil profile is the vertical section of  the soil, in which the
horizons are evidenced. They may be simply classified in three horizons:

A horizon: top soil is dark in colour and rich in humus; it contains a certain quantity of organic
substances; most roots are found in this layer.

B horizon: Sub soil consists of weathered rock materials and minerals substances, such as iron and
aluminium, alterated by the action of chemical and physical  processes, transported by water and
accumulated here.

C horizon: or parent material; it generally consists of unweathered rocks; it is unfertile and the least
affected by soil forming processes.

Parent material is one of the most important factors influencing the soil formation. Other
factors are: climate, leaching, rainfall, drainage, vegetation, and time. Soil age , in fact, has a great
influence on soil properties.

Soil consists of mineral particles classified according to their different size: sand, very fine
fragments of rocks; silt; fine-grained sandy sediment; and clay. This classification refers to soil
texture. The proportion of these mineral constituents determines the soil porosity and consequently
the permeability to air and water. Loam is the combination of clay and humus. Soil structure is the
aggregation of particles such as sand, silt or clay. Soil may have blocky and platy structures. In blocky
structures the soil particles are aggregated into irregular shapes which make the soil very permeable
and favourable to plant growth.

In platy structures the particles are arranged horizontally, consequently the soil appears very
compact and drainage and root growth are restricted. In order to better evaluate the soil, the farmer
should consider not only the physical and biological properties, but also the chemical ones, such as
the catio exchange, the reaction (pH), indication of acidity degree, the water holding capacity, the
richness in plants nutrients, the mineralisation of organic substances and the humus content.

Answer the following questions:

1) Two physical agents which disgregate rocks cited in the text are:
2) Name one chemical agent.
3) What are the names of the layers of soil?
4) What is a soil profile?
5) How do you say the following words in Italian?

Weathered ___________________ leaching ___________________

Silt ________________ fine-grained _____________   loam ________________
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Feeding livestock

Energy constituents are made of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (CHO). They provide the body
with fuel which produces energy (work), and heat. Anything not used in this way is stored, mostly in
the form of body fat. The main energy foods are:

- Sugars and starches, which are carbohydrates
- Oils and fats, which are more concentrated, having about 2 ½ times the energy value of the

same weight of sugar or starches: Oils are liquid and fats are solid at normal temperatures
- Fibre is not easily digested. It provides bulk in the digestive system, and when broken down

provides energy.

Protein constituents are made of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen plus nitrogen (CHO+N). As well
as providing some energy they also supply the body’s needs for growth and repair. There are animal
proteins (which in some ways have a higher feeding value) and vegetable proteins. Proteins and
similar substances are made up of amino-acids: these include lysine, cystine, histidine, leucine,
tryptophane and others.

Mineral for livestock

Only small amounts of minerals are needed by the animal body, but a shortage of one or
more of them can cause many problems. Troubles can be expected if no mineral (or not enough of
them) are being fed in the ration. Most of the mineral matter in the body is in the bones and teeth  -
the rest is in the blood and tissues, where it is responsible for such important functions as a proper
working of the digestive system.

The main minerals are calcium, phosphorous, sodium, chlorine, magnesium, sulphur, potassium,
iron. Several of these are supplied naturally in a normal diet. We are mainly concerned with those
which are needed by the body for the following purposes:

- growth of bones and teeth – calcium, phosphorus
- blood and digestive system – sodium, chlorine, iron
- milk production – calcium, phosphorus, chlorine

The trace minerals, or trace elements, are copper, cobalt, manganese, also zinc, fluorine,
molybdenum. These are only needed in very small quantities.

How to feed Minerals

There are two ways of getting livestock to ta ke the minerals they need:
Mineral licks are given so that the animals help themselves  - the idea being that they know what is
good for them and take enough. Rock salt is often put out in the field, and this supplies sodium and
chlorine (salt is sodium chloride), and specially prepared mineral licks and blocks are often put in the
field or in yards and buildings.

Mineral needs
A deficiency (shortage) of any mineral can cause problems. These are examples of mineral

needs:
• Young animals need plenty of calcium and phosphorous for bone and tooth formation
• Pregnant animals need both of these minerals for bone and tooth formation in their young
• Heavy milking animals need calcium and phosphorous to replace what is going into the milk.

(each litre of cow’s milk contains 1,5 g. calcium and 2 g. phosphorous).
• Cows turned out to grass in the spring need extra magnesium.
• Young pigs need extra iron in their first two weeks of life
• Local shortages of magnesium and cobalt are sometimes found.
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Vitamins for livestock

Very small amounts of these complicated chemical are needed by the body. Most farm
animals get what they need in the normal ration but, as with minerals, there are cases where trouble
is caused by a shortage of one or more vitamins.

Vitamin A helps the animal to keep healthy and to resist disease. It is formed in the animal
body from the yellow substance carotene which is found in a green foods, carrots, maize and milk
(particularly in colostrums).

Vitamin B is a group of several different substances (thiamine B1, riboflavine B2) and others.
It is needed for the nervous system, and is found in whole grain, wheat feed, grass, milk and yeast.
Cattle can make some of their own supplies of this vitamin from the rumen but it s needed in the
rations of pigs and poultry.

Answer the following questions:

1) This text is intended for: a) a therapist; b) a feed supplier; c) a farmer
2) Why is fibre important?
3) How do you say “ratio” in Italian?
4) How many main minerals are cited in the text?
5) How do you say “oligominerali” in English?
6) Which mineral do piglets need most in the first couple of weeks?
7) Which vitamins are important for the nervous system?
8) Can pigs produce their own vitamin B?
9) Why is vitamin A important?
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FISH

Fish appeared on the earth millions of years ago, long before the animals, which we recognize
today, existed. At that time most creatures lived in water. Some air-breathing creatures, such as the
dinosaurs, needed water to support their massive bulk. Fish, although possessing rudimentary limbs,
have never lived permanently on the land mass. It would seem that most fish are perfectly adapted to
the medium in which they live.

The gristle fish Selachians arrived first, followed by two others groups of fish; the bony fish,
and the lampreys and hagfish. The former group has by far the greatest number of species, living in
both fresh or saltwater. Scientists will tell you that, strictly speaking, only the bony fish can be truly
termed ‘fish’. For purposes of identification, we will consider them all as true fish.

Much of what we know about the early fish has been learned from fossil remains. Some
splendid examples exist, in natural history museums, which indicate that few changes in skeletal
make-up have occurred over the passage of time.

Fish can be identified by asking a series of questions concerned with how the fish looks
externally:

1. shape of the body
2. position and number of fins, and whether spined or soft
3. possession of teeth and their type
4. possession of skin or scales and the number that can be counted in a defined area
5. colour of skin or scales
6. possession of thorns, spurs, barbules, tubercles, coloured patches, visible sexual appendages

or any other noticeable characteristics.
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1. To make an accurate identification, first ask the question: ‘Is the fish large or small?’. Then ‘Is it
round, or flat?’ Establishing the shape of particular fish will lead to a narrowing down of the field to
sensible proportions.

2. Fins are important limbs of locomotion and their number and position on the fish’s body changes
from one species to another. Some fish, the Cod for example, have three dorsal fins, so, seeing or
catching a marine fish with that number of fins will put in into the Cod family, which narrows down
the identification search.

3. All fish have teeth, but they aren’t always apparent! Freshwater Carp have throat teeth called
pharyngeals for grinding food items. They are positioned at the entrance to the Carp’s gullet. Sharks
have vicious teeth that can be clearly seen as instruments for cutting and tearing flesh. The Whiting
has a mouth full of tiny, sharp teeth intended for grasping and trapping smaller fish, on which it
feeds.

4. Fish have skin into which scales are embedded. Sometimes the scales are large, soft and easily
seen. These are described as being cycloid. There are some species that have minute scales which
appear almost as smooth skin. Over the scales there is usually a coating of protective slime, acting as
a barrier to water and preventing access to infection. The Sea Bass has scales that are hard, with a
reised point on the rear edge.

Write in Italian the following words:

Such as
Bulk
Limbs
Make-up

Translate point 1. into Italian
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Brown trout (Salmo trutta fario)

The Brown trout is regarded as being among the best of sporting fish and enjoys a worldwide
reputation for its fight and for the delicacy of its flesh at table.

Although primarily a fish of the Northern Hemisphere, man has taken the Brown Trout to a
variety of habitats in many countries. Successful living and breeding depend largely on water quality.
Like the Salmon, to whom it is closely related, Brown Trout are a valuable food resource and have
been farmed extensively for many years.

Trout are members of the Salmon family, which means that they ought to demand water
conditions of purity and high oxygenation. In reality the species is to be found in a wide variety of
waters, some of doubtful water purity. Brown Trout are found in the headwaters of a highland rover –
and they will be there but they will also be far down in the middle, slow-running reaches. Even in
estuaries, the slob Trout is often taken in nets, sufficient evidence that the fish has a toleration for
salt and brackish water.

Many of the largest Trout seen come from still water, particularly those found in limestone
regions. The lime content ensures high fertility for the water, producing an abundance of water plants
and invertebrates upon which the Trout feed. The brown trout may be considered a major predator in
any water. From parr age on, much of the fish’s life is spent in feeding on fry of other species.

Trout can vary tremendously in coloration. The classic fish would be a rich, green-brown on
the back, lightening  to creamy brown flanks and yellow belly. Trout of all ages are richly spotted.
Both sexes display black and red spots on the gill cases and body, becoming fewer towards the tail
fork. The red spots have a fringing of creamy white. Trout scales are small and smooth. When
handled, the fish has a soft, floppy feeling so unlike the stiff body of a fresh Salmon.

Brown Trout breed from late autumn into the first months of the following year. The female
becomes mature at three years old, whereas male fish are sexually precocious a year earlier. Trout
move from deep water, in rivers or lakes, to gravely shallows in fast-flowing feeder streams, where
the female fish scrapes a redd among the small stones. After fertilization, the eggs are covered by the
female scraping a further depression in the gravel. With a water temperature of about 6°C, the eggs
hatch in eight weeks. Young alevins then spend their time avoiding predators as they gradually absorb
the yolk sac.

In their first year of life the pass adopt a similar diet to their cousins, the Salmon, eating tiny
larval water insects and invertebrates. Adult trout add the emerging nymphs and fully winged insects
to their diet, behaviour that has given birth to the sport of wet and dry fly fishing; here man-made
insects are tied from feathers, thread, tinsels and fur, and are fished below or actually on the surface
of the river or still water. The game fisherman can hunt the Trout by simulating the fish’s natural
food, casting streamer flies that represent small fish, and all manners of metal and plastic spinning
lures.

In all probability, more words of praise have been written about this species than any other of
our freshwater fish. It deserves a fine international reputation as a fish that can outwit many of its
ardent followers.

Answer the following questions:
1) Which two qualities are best appreciated in the brown trout?
2) Which fish family belong to?
3) Can trout tolerate salty or impure water?
4) Why do trout grow big in limestone regions?
5) How are brown trout different from salmon?
6) When do trout breed?
7) When is the female mature?
8) How long does it take for trout eggs to hatch?
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Wild Boar Sus scrofa

The wild boar is the ancestor of the domestic pig and was once very widespread throughout
Europe and Asia. It is now extinct or very reduced in most parts of Europe, it is extinct in Britain and
Fenno-Scandinavia; it occurs in Sardinia and Corsica. Although the Wild Boar has disappeared from
most of the more populous parts of  Europe it  has  also been preserved and reintroduced as  a  game

animal in many areas. They occur in a wide variety of habitats but prefer mixed woodlands, with
marshes or arable lands (where they often cause considerable damage). Wild Boar are large, growing
to 1-1,5 m. long, and standing up to 90 cm at the shoulder.  The weight is very variable, but a full
grown boar (male) can weight up to 175 kg, a sow (female) up to 150 kg. In eastern Europe they can
be even larger and heavier. Wild Boar are heavily built, usually dark coloured, with this bristly hair.
Occasionally interbreeds with domestic pigs and intermediate colour and “balding” animals occur. Both
sexes have tusks, which are often quite larger in the males. Wild Boar are normally solitary, but
females are often accompanied by their young. They are mainly nocturnal, lying up in a lair under a
fallen tree or rock; there are normally several lairs within a boar’s territory. The male joins the female
(and her litter) during the rut, which occurs in midwinter, for several weeks, after which he returns to
his solitary life. The litter of 2-10 piglets is born in spring. They have longitudinal brown and yellowish
stripes and are active a few days after birth. They have been re-introduced into Sweden and Norway.

Answer the following questions:

1) Is the wild boar very widespread in Europe and Asia nowadays?
2) Is the boar the forerunner of the pig?
3) Which habitat  does the wild boar prefer?
4) Do males and females weigh the same?
5) How big is the male?
6) Are wild boar nocturnal?
7) Where do the wild boar lie up?
8) When is the rutting season of wild boar?
9) How many piglets are normally born per litter?
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Chickens

Chickens provide nearly all the eggs and most of the poultry that we eat. All breeds are
believed to have descended from the Jungle Fowl (Gallus gallus) a small bird of Asian tropical forests.
Domestic chicken were kept in China as long ago as 2000 BC, reached some of the Mediterranean
countries by 300 BC and spread to western Europe and Britain by  AD 100. The oldest British breeds
are the Dorking, probably introduced by  the Romans and the Old English Game, developed as a
fighting cock.

Chicken breeds can be divided into  light and heavy, or classed by their region of origin, but a
more practical classification is into laying table, dual-purpose and fancy breeds. Laying breeds, which
emphasize egg production, laying  mostly white-shelled-eggs, mainly in the spring and summer,
include the Leghorn, Welsummer (brown eggs), Recap, Ancona, Andalusian, Minorcas and Hamburgh.
Table breeds such as the Dorking and Faverolle, kept for meat production, are larger and deeper-
bodied than the layers. Dual-purpose breeds are intermediate types combining the qualities of both
egg layers and table birds. Their eggs, usually tinted or brown, are mainly produced during the winter.
There are the typical farmyard birds and include the Rhode Island Red, Sussex, Plymouth Rock,
Wyandotte, Cochin, Orpington, Australorp, Barnevelder, Brahma, and Marans. Not all chicken eggs are
white or brownish shelled – those of the South American Aracauna breed are blue. Fancy breeds, kept
mainly for their appearance, include all game bird breeds and bantams. Bantamns are true-breeding
miniatures of the larger breeds, about a quarter of their weight. Within a breed there usually a
number of varieties and sub-varieties. White, for example, is a variety of Leghorn and the Rose-
combed White is a sub-variety of the White Leghorn.

First crosses, which are reputedly hardier than pure breeds, are produced by mating two pure
breeds. A well-known first cross is obtained by mating a Rhode Island Red cock with a Light Sussex
hen. This cross colour is sex-linked, enabling chicks to be sorted easily into males and females.
Recognition of sex-linked factors has led to the creation of a number of new breeds since the 1920s
which show sex distinction on hatching. Each was created using the Barred Plymouth Rock and other
breeds, Most chickens these days are commercial hybrids, produced from several breeds. Hybrids
started in the 1950’s and become increasing popular as poultry production became more and more
intensive.

Answer the following questions:

1) What do chickens provide?
2) When were domestic chickens first kept?
3) Who introduced Dorkings to England?
4) What is the practical classification of chicken breeds?
5) Name some of the most important laying breeds.
6) What are the main characteristics of  dual-purpose  breeds?
7) When do dual-purpose breeds mainly lay their eggs?
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Health and diseases

A flock can be kept healthy by proper attention to hygiene, feeding and general care. Lice and
mites are controlled by regularly dusting the bird  and their living quarters. Many serious bacterial and
viral diseases can be avoided by preventative inoculation. Their build up of harmful parasites in
chicken runs can be prevented by annually rotating the ground on which the run stands. Nevertheless,
unproductive stock are usually culled, traditional by breaking the bird’s neck by hand. The bird should
be held upside down by the legs in the left hand while with the right its head is pushed down, twisting
sharply to the right. Only healthy birds should be subsequently eaten.

Egg production

There are three basic system of egg production: battery, deep litter and free range. The
battery system is the one used commercially and accounts for over 90 per cent of eggs laid. The hens
are kept indoors in individual cages within a controlled environment. Up to 30.000 can be kept in one
house.  When an egg is laid it rolls straight into a collection trough. Food  and water are available on
demand and droppings fall straight through the floors of the cages. The birds, which are usually
hybrids, are put into battery cages at about  4-5 months of age. They are kept there for up to ten
months, the most productive part of their lives. During this period they lay on average about 250
eggs, some birds many more. Undoubtedly this is the most productive and efficient system, but is also
the least humane.

The deep litter system is less intensive but more humane as the birds can walk around,
though they are not allowed outside. They are housed under cover on deep litter (straw or wood
shavings several centimeters deep) with electric lighting overhead. Clean water, special feeding
hoppers, perches and nestboxes are provided. The hens are normally replaced by point-of-lay pullets
after about a year, when their first laying period comes to an end. At this time, the litter build-up is
removed and the hen house completely disinfected.

The free range system is the old-fashioned way of keeping hens on the farm. It is the least
efficient but most natural system, as the birds can wander about outside and peck, scratch and take
dust baths. The chickens are allowed access to a piece of ground during the day and are shut up in
the hen house at night, to guard against the cold and predators such as foxes. The hen houses are
provided with communal nestboxes – though the hens do not always use them, sometimes preferring
more out-of-the-way places! Free range hens are often kept for several years.

Answer the following questions:

1) What animal is the text about?
2) How are chickens culled?
3) How many eggs does a battery chicken lay on average
4) What does “free range” mean?

Write the following words in Italian

Old-fashioned
Wander
Outside
Shut up
Out-of-the-way
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Primitive Breeds

All the sheep in Britain are descended from domestic strains introduced by human colonists
and invaders. All Britain’s primitive breeds are naturally short-tailed and moult their often coloured
wool in the spring. The rams are all horned, as are some of the females. They are hardy an have
retained enough of their wild instincts to survive with little or no intervention from man.

The oldest of these breeds is the SOAY. These small primitive sheep are a relic population of
the type of sheep first herded into Europe by man in the early neolithic period. They have remained
unchanged since then by being isolated in the St. Kilda islands off the Outer Hebrides. Both ewes and
rams have horns and are “wild types” in colour, with brown, black or blonde body, white belly and tail
patch. Their wool is short, 50 millimetre (2inches), and fine over most of the body although the rams
do sometimes have  hairy manes and kemp fibres in the britch wool. The white belly wool is normally
very short and coarse and the entire fleece is shed in the spring.

Answer the following questions

1. Which animal is the passage about?
2. Which breed in particular?
3. Where is this breed found?
4. 4 colours are mentioned: what are they?
5. 2 numbers are mentioned. What do they refer to?

a)
b)

6. Which season is mentioned?
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Health
Sheep get their fair share of ailments, both internal and external, many of which can be

avoided by nutrition, hygiene, preventive medicine and the keen eye of the shepherd. Vaccinations
and injections can prevent many of the more spectacular diseases, but there are still some, such as
scrapie. Where the animal rubs itself continually against posts and gates, getting thinner and thinner,
which have defied cure. Some deaths are accidental, such as ewes getting “cast” – stuck on their
backs with their legs in the air and unable to roll over onto their side and thence onto their legs. They
die of suffocation when the contents of the rumen spill into the windpipe.

A number of farmers breed their own replacement stock because of the risk of buying in
sheep with diseases such as contagious abortion, which may strike catastrophically during pregnancy
and kill great numbers of lambs.  Lambing is the most common time of loss, and each year millions of
pounds are lost  to the industries through lamb mortality. Mastitis is as frequent  in sheep as in diary
cows but receives much less attention – lambs get too little milk, become ‘ad-doers’ and are then
much more likely to succumb to diseases and parasites. A lumpy udder from mastitis is a common
reason for culling ewes.

Undernutrition in pregnancy and lack of certain elements such as magnesium and calcium
during lactation, and of trace elements such as copper and selenium, can also cause deaths.

Land that has had sheep grazing on it for year after year become ‘sheep-sick’ and the stock
never do well on it again until it has been rested for a year or more.

Sheep are beset by many different kinds of internal parasite which damage their liver, lungs,
stomach, intestine and brain. The life history of one of them, liver fluke, is shown opposite. This has a
secondary host, a small snail which lives in water. If wet marshy pastures are drained then the snails
is discouraged and liver fluke is no longer a problem.

Parasites can cause scouring, emaciation and death, particularly among lambs. In the spring,
the ewes deposit vast quantity of parasite  eggs onto the pasture and when these hatch out, the time
of year depending on the kind of parasite, the infective larvae are eaten by the lambs along with the
grass. The best solution is to keep the lambs on clean pasture and to dose the ewes with an
anthelmintic or worm drench (pictured opposite) before they are put out to graze in the spring.
Provided that the dose of parasite larvae that the lamb is challenged by are small, and provided that
there is plenty of milk and grass, it will build up a resistance to the parasite.

The most common time for ‘illthrift’ in lamb is late July and August, when there are the most
infective larvae on the grass. The lambs should therefore be weaned on to clean pasture in late  June.
If this is impossible then the only alternative is repeated dosing.

Answer the following questions:

1) Are there vaccines for sheep?
2) What is “scrapie”?
3) What does “getting cast” mean?
4) Why do shepherds prefer to breed own stock?
5) Why is mastitis dangerous?
6) Why should sheep have their hooves trimmed frequently?
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Health and diseases

The major diseases that affect cattle are infections caused by bacteria  and viruses. Bacterial
infections include mastitis and brucellosis with viral pneumonia. Parasites are a frequent cause of
disease. External parasites  such as ring-worms and ticks usually feed on the animal’s skin or hair,
while internal ones such as liver flukes and lungworms (husk) live inside it. Other disorders include
milk fever and bloat, which is caused by an excessive build-up of gas in the rumen. Signs of a healthy
cow include a moist nose, bight eyes, a good appetite and an alert and lively posture.

The science of breeding
The science of breeding is known as genetics. The basic laws of genetics were discovered by

an Austrian Monk, Gregor Mendel, in the mid-nineteenth century. Mendel  worked with peas, but the
principles he discovered apply equally to animals. His experiments showed that inherited
characteristics are passed on by factors called genes. Cattle carry a large number of different genes
which affect every aspect of their appearance and function. Some of these characteristics we can see,
such as colour of coat, pattern of markings, and type of horns; others we cannot see, such as milk
yield, growth rate and hardiness.

Genes are carried in rod- or V–like structures called chromosomes, which are found in the
nucleus of the cells of the body. Each cell has the complement of chromosomes, and hence of genes.
Chromosomes are always present in pairs, the two members of a pair being identical in shape and
size. One member of each pair comes from each parent: thus genes are also paired.

Consider the inheritance of colour of coat in Shorthorn cattle.
                  

Mating, pregnancy and calving
Cows are served either naturally by the bull or, more commonly, by artificial insemination (AI).

With AI, semen is taken from bulls kept at AI centers and then frozen and stored. It can be kept for
some considerable time in this way. The semen is subsequently used on farms by trained inseminators
who insert it into the cows. A cow can only be served when she is ‘on heat’, a period termed oestrus
or bulling, which occurs about every 21 days and lasts for about a day. The duration of pregnancy is
on average 283 days.

Just before calving the cows becomes uneasy and often seeks a secluded spot in which to
give birth. The head and feet of the emergent calf should appear first; the cow will need some help if
the calf is not in this position. After the calf is born the afterbirth (or cleansings) come away from the
mother. The cow cleans her new-born calf by licking it.

The first milk taken from the cow after calving is called colostrums (or beestings) which is
dark in colour and differs from normal milk in composition. It is vital that the calf receives colostrums
within a few hours of being born, for it contains important antibodies which protect the calf against
diseases. The cow’s milk returns to normal within three of four days.

Answer the following questions:

1) What are the major diseases that affect cattle?
2) Do parasites cause frequent disease?
3) What do external parasites feed on?
4) Name some internal parasites.
5) What are the signs of a healthy cow?
6) How are genes carried?
7) How does a cow clean her calf?
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Points of a cow

Each part of a bull or cow has a particular name with which is used by cattleman in describing
their beasts.  These ‘points of conformation’ are shown below. There are basic conformation
characteristics which all cattle breeders concentrate on improving. With dairy cows, a well-developed
udder is very important. It should be attached to the body of the cow with strong muscles and the
teats must be evenly spaced, of medium size, and point straight downwards. With beef cattle the
body should be long, wide and deep, and well-muscled particularly in the hindquarters and back.

Feeding
Cattle can obtain their nutritional requirement from grass, either fresh or in the form of hay or

silage. They can also eat other products such straw, cereals, swedes, kale, various industrial by-
products, and concentrates – although the last, being expensive, are normally only fed to highly
productive cattle such as lactating dairy cows and fast-growing beef cattle. In Britain, cattle are
normally at pasture from spring to autumn, but in winter they are usually housed and stall-fed or fed
in the yard. A mature cow eats  10-12 kg of dry matter a day and consumes even more water. A dairy
cow, when not in milk, requires 30-40 litres of water a day, while a lactating cow might need more
than 100 litres a day.

Digestion
Ruminants have a large, complex stomach that enables them to eat forages, such as grass

and straw, which contain large amounts of cellulose. It consists of four compartments: the rumen (or
paunch), reticulum, omasum and abomasums (or true stomach). Cellulose is broken down in the
rumen by millions of micro-organisms  which reduce it to simple compounds that the animal can then
digest. Digestion beyond the rumen is similar to that of simple–stomached animals. As little chewing is
done before food is first swallowed to the rumen, cattle spend a considerable part of their day
regurgitating and rechewing it. This is called ruminating or ‘chewing the cud’.

Answer the following questions:

1) How much does a mature cow eat per day?
2) How much water do cows drink per day?
3) How many compartments does a cow’s stomach have?
4) What are these stomachs called?
5) Where are the micro-organisms for reducing compounds found?
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Vitamin K

The anti-haemorragic vitamin K, which has an important role in regulating blood coagulation,
occurs in a number of forms: chemically, these are derivatives of 2-metyl-1,4-naphthoquinone bearing
a side-chain in the 3-position. In the vitamins K1 , one of the main groups, the side-chain has only one
double bond, whereas in the other groups, K2, double bonds recur regularly in the side-chain.

Vitamin K1 is present in green plants (stinging nettles), green vegetables (cabbages, spinach),
potatoes, fruits (tomatoes, strawberries, rose-hips) and also in liver-oils. Vitamin K2 has been found in
animal and microbial materials.

The most important member of the Vitamin K groups is the compound in the K1 series with
twenty carbon atoms in the side-chain, generally known as Vitamin K1; the most usual synonyms are
Phytonadione (U.S.P.) and Phytomenadione (B.P.).

The essential structural feature of all K-Vitamins is that of 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone; this
compound, also known as menadione, and sometimes as Vitamin K3, also has Vitamin K activity,
although this is qualitatively different in that it is not an antagonist of the anti-coagulant drugs such as
dicumarol. It forms a similarly active water soluble sodium bisulphate compound (water soluble K3). A
further active and soluble derivative is the sodium salt of the corresponding naphthohydroquinone
diphosphate.

                                

Empirical formula: C31H46O2

Molecular weight: 450.7

Description: Golden yellow viscous oil

Solubility: Insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in alcohol, readily soluble in
ether, chloroform, fats and oils

Absorption spectrum: Vitamin KL, in cyclohexane shows maxima at 243, 249, 261 and 270
nm and minima at 254 and 285 nm.

Answer the following questions:

1) Is vitamin K found in strawberries?
2) Is vitamin K water soluble?
3) How much does vitamin K weigh’
4) What colour is vitamin K?
5) What substances is vitamin K soluble in?
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Identification of volatile compound from Aceto Balsamico Tradizionale di Reggio Emilia
(Italy)

Traditional balsamic vinegar is a special vinegar which origin dates back to the X-XI century.
Unlike common vinegar, it is produced from acetic fermentation of cooked grape must. In this work
three batteries about 50 years old were examined. The volatile substances isolated and identified
were about a hundred. There were a large amount of  ketones, aldeyhdes, ethyl and acetic esters
from alcoholic and acetic fermentation. Also the furan derivates from Maillard reactions such as the
furfural, the 5-methyl-2-furaldeyhde, the 5-hydroxymethilfurfural or HMF, the 5-acetoxymethylfurfural,
and the 2- furoic acid were highly abundant and quite significant, Cyclotene, maltol and 5-
yhdroxymaltol result.

The fragmentation of rearranged Amadori and Heyns intermediate compound leads to u-
dicarbonyl compound such as diacetyl and hydroxyacetone also present in the volatile fraction of this
product. Other identified compounds are the nitrogen-containing heterocyclic products(e.g. pyrroles
and 2- pyrrolydinone) and the lactones such as y-butyrolactone, dehydromevalonic lactone,
pantolactone, the solerone, the á-Angelica lactone and whisky lactone. Among numerous unknown
compounds are the dioxolanes and the glycol esters.

Answer the following questions:

1) How does balsamic vinegar differ from other wine vinegar?
2) How many volatile substances were identified?
3) Does pyrroles contain nitrogen?
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KEYS

Cells
1) smallest unit of the body which can exist by itself
2) cytoplasm
3) protein, fat, sugar, vitamins and salts
4) cell metabolism
5) contain genetic material
6) carry hereditary information
7) deoxyribonucleic acid
8) cytoplasm and nucleoplasm together
9) no
10) tissues
11) groups of tissues
12) systems
13) different systems

Nucleus and cellular reproduction
1) information
2) to
3) dogs
4) resemble
5) this
6) is
7) organism
8) being
9) b
10) a
11) the
12) cell’s

The fresh water

1) By wind water plants
2) Carp
3) Shoal
4) No
5) The temperature varies more in still water

How to use this book

1) anther, bracts, calyx, leaves, petals, pinnate leaves, sepals, stamens, stigmas, styles
2) anther
3) stigma
4) yes
5) monocotyledons and dicotyledons
6) genus

Barley

1) yes
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2) yes
3) low
4) in Oct/Nov
5) yellow
6) malting, feed, distilling, barley, groats

Pea Family

1) Leguminosae
2) Petals, wings, keel
3) Trifoliate or pinnate
4) Store nitrogen
5) Because they form green manure which enriches soil
6) No
7) Spiny bush; gorse
8) Spines
9) Fling black seeds several metres

Sugar Beet

1) British Sugar Corporation
2) deep, well-drained, clean soil, with right fertilizers
3) no
4) should not / no
5) late December/Christmas
6) 74,000 plants / hectare
7) to have a steady flow in the processing plant
8) mechanically by harvester
9) fed to animals
10) refined from imported sugar cane

Potatoes

1) Pentland Javelin, Home Guard, Marid Bard, Maris Peer
2) Almost anywhere in well prepared soil
3) March and April
4) Planter
5) One tonne of seed
6) Eelworm
7) Completely strips the haulm of its leaves
8) Earlies-June onwards  main crop- Sept. To Oct.
9) In pallet boxes in special buildings or on straw in cool dark sheds
10) spinner or elevator digger or complete harvester followed by hand-picking

Cultivation ploughing

1) 15 cm
2) seals over after rain
3) stalk collapses  (lodging)
4) scattering on the surface
5) 2-5 cm

Feeding livestock
1) c
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2) provides bulk
3) rapporto / proporzione
4) 8
5) trace elements / trace minerals
6) iron
7) B1  B2

8) No
9) Helps resist disease

The nature of wood
Verbs
Uses of wood
Qualities

Soil
1) temperature, ice, winds, water, erosion
2) oxygen
3) horizons
4) a vertical section of the soil
5)   weathered: alterazione; leaching: lisciviare; silt: limo; fine-grained: granatura fine; loam:
argilla

Fish
1) come
2) massa, volume
3) arti
4) composizione

Brown trout

1) fight/ delicacy of flavour
2) salmon
3) yes
4) plant fertility for feed
5) trout – soft floppy ; salmon –stiff
6) autumn
7) 3 years
8) 8 weeks

Wild Boar

1) no
2) yes
3) mixed woodlands
4) no
5) 1-1,5 mt long 90 cm high
6) yes mainly
7) under fallen tree or a rock
8) midwinter
9) 2-10
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Chickens

1) meat and eggs
2) China 2000BC
3) The Romans
4) Laying, table, dual purpose, fancy
5) Leghorn, Welsummer, Recap, Ancona, Andalusian, Minorcas and Hamburg
6) Egg layers and table bird
7)  Winter

Health and disease

1) poultry/chicken
2) by breaking neck
3) 250

Primitive Breeds

1) sheep
2) SOAY
3) St. Kilda - Outer Hebrides – Britain – UK
4) White, brown, black, blonde
5) 50 mm, 2 inches, body wool length
6) spring

health (sheep)

1) yes
2) diseases of continually rubbing getting thinner
3) on back and unable to get up again
4) avoid diseases like contagious abortion
5) undernutrition – then succumb to diseases
6) avoid foot rot

Health and Disease in the Cow

1) infections from virus and bacteria
2) yes
3) animal skin or hairs
4) liver flukes, lungworms (husk)
5) moist nose, bright eyes, good appetite, alert and lively posture
6) in chromosomes
7) by licking

Points of a cow

1) 10-20 kg. Dry matter
2) 30-40 litres per day
3) four
4) 1) rumen 2) reticulum 3) omasum 4) abomasum
5) down in the rumen
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Vitamin K
1) yes
2) no
3) 450,7 moles
4) golden, yellow
5) ether, chloroform, fats and oils

Aceto balsamico
1) fermentation of cooked grape must
2) about 100
3) yes


